Thymidylate synthase (TS) immunostaining in the diagnosis of the myoepithelial cells, basal cells, stratified epithelium cells, and associated tumors
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Background: Thymidylate synthase (TS) is an important prognostic biomarker for resistance to 5FU-based adjuvant chemotherapy. Recently, we found that TS was specifically expressed in the nucleus of the myoepithelial cell (MEC), basal cell (BC), transitional epithelial cell (TEC), squamous epithelial cell (SEC), and associated tumor using immunostaining. This prompted us to examine whether TS could be used as a diagnostic biomarker for MEC, BC, TEC, SEC, and associated tumors.

Methods: Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens from 186 cases of tumors were immunostaining for expression of TS and p63. The diagnostic capability of TS as a reliable diagnostic marker was evaluated and compared with the expression of p63.

Results: TS exhibited a strong specific and stable nuclear immunoreactivity in all specimens including MEC, BC, TEC, and SEC when compared with p63. Notably, a variable degree of TS cytoplasmic positive immunoreactivity was observed in 58.3% of squamous-cell carcinoma (SQCC), 37.5% of basal cell carcinoma (BCC), 44.4% transitional-cell carcinomas (TCC), 41.7% mixed tumor (MT) and 56.5% of adenocarcinoma (ADC) specimens.

Conclusions: In addition to being used as a strong prognostic factor for 5-FU resistance, TS also serves as a promising putative diagnostic marker for identifying MEC, BC, SEC, and TEC from GEC, and for distinguishing SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from ADC.
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Introduction

The unprecedented advances in molecular testing and personalized therapy have posed emerging challenges for pathologist attributed to the rapidly changing landscape of oncologic pathology. Moreover, these conceptual changes have exponentially improved our understanding of molecular complexities based on the phenotypic and molecular characteristics of cancer. Thus, identification of molecular subsets of carcinomas is crucial to establish a diagnosis, and contribute to prognostication, therapeutic decisions, and determine appropriate targeted molecular strategies for personalized patient care (1,2).
There is a group of tumors that originates from squamous epithelial cell (SEC), basal cell (BC), transitional epithelial cell (TEC) and myoepithelial cell (MEC) in various organs, including the squamous-cell carcinoma (SQCC), basal cell carcinoma (BCC), transitional-cell carcinoma (TCC), mixed tumor (MT), and other types of epithelial myoepithelial tumor (EMT) (3-6). These are the most frequently diagnosed neoplasms and the most frequent cause of major cancer incidence worldwide. Thus, it is becoming increasingly crucial to distinguish the abovementioned tumors from adenocarcinoma (ADC), particularly in the present era of targeted molecular therapies (7,8). Notably, accurate subtyping is essential for the stratification of therapeutic drugs, as only certain chemotherapeutic drugs are acceptable while others are contraindicated in tumor lesions.

Generally, in most cases, histologic subtyping can be reliably performed with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)-stained slides alone. However, in a substantial proportion of problem cases, particularly in small biopsy specimens or poorly differentiated tumors, standard morphology alone is insufficient to appropriately classify the subtypes and warrants further histopathological characterization. Thus, distinguishing cancer subtypes can often present a formidable challenge to the pathologist (9-12).

To overcome these challenges, immunohistochemical staining is usually employed to identify markers associated with tumor subtypes to assist the final histologic diagnosis of the tumor. In the past, numerous immunohistochemical markers have been reported to be useful in making the final diagnosis of the tumor, and many markers gained acceptance and translated into routine usage (13-16). Among them, a combination of cytokeratin 5 and 6 (CK5/6) and p63, and p40 immunohistochemical staining coupled with histological findings could be easily applied and could reliably distinguish SQCC, BCC, TCC and MT from ADC and other subtypes of the tumor (17,18).

Thymidylate synthase (TS) is an important prognostic biomarker for resistance to 5FU-based adjuvant chemotherapy (19). Accumulating evidence has indicated that 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) predominantly exerts its antitumor effects through inhibition of TS. However, over-expression of TS has been noticeably associated with the resistance to 5FU-based adjuvant chemotherapy (20,21). Consequently, TS expression has been utilized as a biomarker for 5-FU resistance in various malignant tumor with 5-FU-based chemotherapy (22). Recently, while investigating the clinical correlation between the expression of TS and 5-FU resistance, we observed that TS was explicitly expressed in the nucleus of MEC, BC, SQC, and TEC and other associated neoplasms derived from the above-mentioned cells using immunostaining (23).

Based on these novel findings, we hypothesized that TS may possibly be used as a putative biomarker for identification of SEC, BC, TEC, and MEC, and for the differential diagnosis of SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from ADC and other tumor subtypes. Furthermore, in the present study we evaluated the diagnostic utility of TS as a promising biomarker for the identification of SEC, BC, TEC, and MEC and the differential diagnosis of SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from ADC in 186 cases of neoplasms.

**Methods**

**Clinical specimens and materials**

A total of 186 cases of well- and moderately-differentiated tumor specimens were retrieved from archives of the Department of Pathology, of the Second Hospital, Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xi’an, China) from 2017 to 2019. The specimens included were 63 cases of SQCC, 8 cases of BBC, 18 cases of TCC, 12 cases of MT and 85 cases of ADC. Tumor tissues were collected from biopsies and surgical resections of the breast, nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat and pharynx, lung, salivary gland, esophagus, stomach and colon, ureters and bladder, prostate, cervix, and skin (Table 1). The specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tissue sections of all specimens were reviewed by two qualified pathologists according to the 2015 World Health Organization (WHO) histological Classification system. All cases were annotated with accessible clinical data to ensure the complete privacy and confidentiality of patient identity. This study was approved by the Second hospital Review Board of Xi’an Jiaotong University (Xi’an, China).

**Reagents and instruments**

Anti-TS antibody (clone TS106, dilution 1:100) was purchased from Guangzhou AmBiPing (LBP) Pharmaceutical Technology Co., Ltd (Guangzhou, China). Anti-p63 (clone MX013, dilution 1:100) was purchased from Maixin Biotechnology Development Co., Ltd (Fuzhou, China). UltraView Universal DAB Detection Kit and Ventana Benchmark XT Automated Slide Stainer (Ventana...
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Immunohistochemical analysis

For immunohistochemical analysis, paraffin-embedded tissues were serially sectioned (4–5 µm), heated at 58 °C for 1 hour, and subjected to immunohistochemistry (IHC). Immunostaining was performed using a standard immunostaining protocol using a Venta Benchmark XT Automated Stainer. Briefly, the sections were deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated in graded ethanol series, and endogenous peroxidase activity was inhibited with 5% hydrogen peroxide. Then, sections were blocked with normal goat serum. Antigen retrieval was performed using the standard procedure with a Ventana Benchmark XT Automated EDTA method for 30 minutes in 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0). Then, sections were incubated with anti-TS and anti-p63 primary antibodies, respectively, for 30 min at 37 °C. Subsequently, after washing three times

Table 1  TS and p63 expression in normal cells from various organs and tissues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Number of cases (N)</th>
<th>Immunopositive, n/N (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>p63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear staining</td>
<td>Cytoplasmic staining*</td>
<td>Nuclear staining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0/26 [0]</td>
<td>2/26 (7.7)</td>
<td>0/26 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26/26 [100]</td>
<td>0/26 [0]</td>
<td>26/26 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal cavity &amp; paranasal sinus</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7/7 [100]</td>
<td>0/7 [0]</td>
<td>7/7 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0/7 [0]</td>
<td>0/7 [0]</td>
<td>0/7 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7/7 [100]</td>
<td>0/7 [0]</td>
<td>7/7 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat &amp; pharynx</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6/6 [100]</td>
<td>0/6 [0]</td>
<td>6/6 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0/6 [0]</td>
<td>0/6 [0]</td>
<td>0/6 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6/6 [100]</td>
<td>0/6 [0]</td>
<td>6/6 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39/39 [100]</td>
<td>0/39 [0]</td>
<td>39/39 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0/39 [0]</td>
<td>2/39 (5.1)</td>
<td>0/39 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0/39 [0]</td>
<td>3/39 (7.7)</td>
<td>0/39 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salivary gland</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0/12 [0]</td>
<td>1/12 (8.3)</td>
<td>0/12 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12/12 [100]</td>
<td>0/12 [0]</td>
<td>12/12 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esophagus</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9/9 [100]</td>
<td>0/9 [0]</td>
<td>9/9 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach &amp; colon</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0/23[0]</td>
<td>2/23 (8.3)</td>
<td>0/23 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ureters &amp; bladder</td>
<td>TEC</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18/18 [100]</td>
<td>0/18 [0]</td>
<td>18/18 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0/15 [0]</td>
<td>0/15 (6.7)</td>
<td>0/15 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15/15 [100]</td>
<td>0/15[0]</td>
<td>15/15 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervix</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14/14 [100]</td>
<td>0/14 [0]</td>
<td>14/14 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0/14 [0]</td>
<td>0/14 [0]</td>
<td>0/14 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17/17 [100]</td>
<td>0/17[0]</td>
<td>17/17 [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0/17 [0]</td>
<td>0/17 [0]</td>
<td>0/17 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17/17 [100]</td>
<td>0/17 [0]</td>
<td>17/17 [100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GEC, glandular epithelial cell; MEC, myoepithelial cells; SEC, squamous epithelial cell; TEC, transitional epithelial cell; BC, basal cell. AEC, alveolar epithelia. *, weak cytoplasmic positive immunostaining for TS was observed in few GECs or AEC.
in Tris-buffered saline (TBS), sections were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody for 15 minutes at 37 °C. Sections were then treated with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine chromogen (DAB; Roche, Shanghai, China) for 8 minutes, and then the sections were counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin, dehydrated in alcohol, cleared with xylenes, and mounted. Simultaneously, the sections of SEC from nonneoplastic skin tissue were employed as a positive control. As a negative control, the primary antibody was replaced with phosphate-buffered saline.

**IHC interpretation**

TS or p63 expression in tumor cells and SEC or BC or TEC or MEC or AEC in para-carcinoma tissue was evaluated in all 186 tumor specimens. The HE-stained and immunostaining sections were reviewed independently by two pathologists to obtain a consensal score. The extent of the nuclear staining was expressed as a percentage of the positive cell for TS or p63 staining from 0 to 100%, with increments of 10%. Using 10% as the cut-off value, sections with a more than 10% expression were considered to exhibit positive TS or p63 expression. The intensity of cytoplasmic TS immunostaining in cells was assessed and scored on a four-point scale from negative (0), weak (+1), moderate (+2), and strong intensity (+3).

**Statistical analysis**

Using pathological classification as the gold standard, the sensitivity and specificity were calculated for TS and p63 markers. Data were expressed as total numbers and percentages. Chi-square-tests and Fisher’s exact tests were performed to compare the frequencies of positive and negative diagnoses. Pearson’s correlation was used to determine the association between the expression of TS and p63. Significance levels were set at 5% for all tests. Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 17 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The results of TS and p63 expression in 186 tumor specimens are summarized in Tables 1-3.
In nonneoplastic skin tissue sections, both the TS and p63 were specifically and stably expressed in nucleus of SEC, BC, TEC, MEC of breast, nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat and pharynx, lung, salivary gland, esophagus, ureters and bladder, prostate, cervix, and skin specimens, respectively (Table 1 and Figure 1).

In contrast, a negative expression of TS and p63 was observed in nuclear of all glandular epithelial cells (GEC) or alveolar epithelial cell (AEC) of the breast, nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat, and pharynx, salivary gland, stomach and colon, prostate, cervix, and skin specimens.

Intermittently, TS exhibited a weak positive expression in the cytoplasm of few GEC or AEC (0–8.3%) of breast, nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat and pharynx, salivary gland, stomach and colon, prostate, cervix, and skin specimens with absence of p63 immunostaining in the cytoplasm (Table 1).

### TS and p63 expression in neoplastic tissue

TS and p63 immunostaining exhibited a consistent nuclear pattern with strong immunoreactivity in nucleus of tumor cells of SQCC (63/63), BCC (8/8), TCC (18/18), and neoplastic MECs of MT (12/12) from nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat and pharynx, salivary gland, stomach and colon, prostate, cervix, and skin specimens, but not in the nucleus of tumor cells from ADC (0/85) and with negative immunostaining for p63 expression in the cytoplasm (Tables 2, 3, and Figure 2).

Furthermore, a variable degree of TS cytoplasmic positive immunoreactivity was observed in 58.3% of SQCC, 37.5% of BCC, 44.4% of TCC, 41.7% of MT and 56.5% of ADC specimens (Tables 2, 3).

However, in the present study, no differences in TS and p63 expression in the nucleus of SEC or BC or TEC or MEC or GEC or AEC and the associated tumor were observed (Table 4).

### TS and p63 expression in other types of cells

Furthermore, TS was also variably positively expressed in the cytoplasm of few stromal cells and lymphocytes scattered throughout tumors tissue from the breast, nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, throat and pharynx, salivary gland, stomach and colon, prostate, cervix and skin specimens, with the absence of p63 expression.

### Discussion

TS is the critical enzyme that catalyzes the methylation of dUMP to dTMP with 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate as a cofactor. Therefore, it provides the intracellular de novo source of thymidylate, which is essentially required for DNA replication and repair (24). Studies have shown that overexpression of TS is believed to confer resistance to 5FU-based adjuvant chemotherapy, and has been considerably associated with the poor prognosis of the subset of aggressive solid tumors, including breast, lung, stomach, and colorectal cancer (25,26). Moreover, in many clinical studies, a significant positive correlation was observed between overexpression of TS and resistance to 5-FU in various malignant tumor using 5-FU-based chemotherapy (27,28). Thus, TS overexpression is used...
Figure 1  TS and p63 immunostaining in various tissue specimens. →, myoepithelial cells; ↑, basal cells or transitional cell, or squamous cells; *, TS positive expression in cytoplasm of Luminal epithelial cells. Original magnification, 100× breast, prostate gland, salivary gland, esophagus, skin tissue and 200× for bladder, bronchus, nasopharynx.
Figure 2 TS immunostaining in various tumors specimens. (A,B) Breast cancer; (C) squamous cell carcinoma of the lung; (D) lung ADC; (E,F) prostate cancer; (G) salivary gland mixed tumors; (H) basal cell carcinoma; (I) urothelial carcinoma of the bladder; (J) squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus; (K) gastric adenocarcinoma; (L) colorectal adenocarcinoma; (M) colorectal Mucinous adenocarcinoma; (N) cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma; (O) endometrial adenocarcinoma; P adeno-squamous carcinoma of endometrium. ←, myoepithelial cell; →, tumor cell; *, TS positive expression in cytoplasm of tumor cells. Original magnification, 200× for A, C, F, H, I, O; 400× for B, D, J, K, L, N, P; 100× for E.
as an important independent prognostic factor and a biomarker for evaluating the response or resistance to fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy (22, 29, 30).

Previously, we observed that TS was specifically expressed in the nucleus of MEC, BC, TEC, SEC, and tumor cells of SQCC, TCC, BCC, and myoepithelial neoplasm. Therefore, in this study, we proposed to evaluate the diagnostic utility of TS as a highly sensitive and specific marker for detection of SEC, BC, TEC, MEC, and differentiation of SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from ADC.

To validate the significance of TS expression as a diagnostic marker, a total of 189 cases of well or moderately differentiated tumor specimens from surgical resection were collected for the study. Histological diagnosis was based on routine H&E-stained sections as the gold standard. Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of TS expression were compared to those of p63 by analyzing their expression in all tumor specimens.

The results revealed that the staining patterns, frequency, and overall sensitivity and specificity of TS expression were consistent with that of p63 expression, which is consistent with data reported previously. However, there were no statistically significant differences between the nuclear pattern of TS immunoreactivity and those of p63 for the accurate identification of MEC, BC, TEC, ME, and differentiation of SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from ADC.

Simultaneously, our data further indicated that TS and p63 all exhibited high sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV (i.e., high diagnostic accuracy). TS staining exhibited 100% sensitivity and specificity for SEC, BC, TEC, ME, and SQCC, BCC, TCC, and MT from various organs (Table 4). This may be attributed to the fact that all cases in this group were well- and moderately-differentiated tumors. However, these data suggested that TS expression levels could be used as a novel valuable marker for the detection of the spectrum of tumors, including MEC, BC, SEC, TEC, and SQCC, TCC, BCC, MT, which are both accurate and consistent with p63 expression. Therefore, prospectively, the sensitivity and specificity of TS expression in poorly differentiated tumors must be evaluated as an ideal marker. Furthermore, the nuclear expression pattern of TS demonstrated that TS expression might possibly play an important role in cellular differentiation of stratified epithelium, including squamous epithelium, and transitional epithelium. However, this fact warrants further investigation in future research.

Furthermore, TS exhibited a weak positive cytoplasmic expression in a few normal epithelial cells from various organs. Particularly, variable positive cytoplasmic expression of TS was observed in tumor cells of SQCC, BCC, TCC, MT, and ADC, with varying degrees of positive staining intensity. Conversely, negative expression of p63 was detected in the cytoplasm of all the cells. Taken together, these studies suggested that TS expression is an important prognostic marker. Besides, the positive TS immunostaining was significantly correlated with favorable prognosis of tumors. The positive cytoplasmic TS expression level in tumor cells was also positively correlated with the response to drug resistance to 5-FU-based chemotherapy (31).

There were several limitations to our study. Mainly, to guarantee diagnostic accuracy and function as a gold standard for assessing the specificity and sensitivity of TS immunostaining, the majority of tumors specimens included in this study were from sufficiently large surgical specimens with well or moderately differentiated tumor cells. Therefore, further studies on a large series of small biopsy or poorly differentiated specimens originating from different organs and tissues are warranted to evaluate the specificity and sensitivity of TS as a reliable diagnostic marker. Furthermore, to better characterize the underlying mechanism and function of TS expression in MEC, BC, SEC, TEC development, and associated tumor differentiation further investigations are highly desirable.

In summary, in addition to being used as a strong prognostic marker for drug resistance to 5-FU-based chemotherapeutic drugs in tumor patients with a

Table 4 Significance of TS and p63 immunostaining in carcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staining antigens</th>
<th>Cancer type +/total (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (Sen)</th>
<th>Specificity (Spe)</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS/p63+</td>
<td>SQCC (n): 63, BCC (n): 8, TCC (n): 18, MC (n): 12, ADC (n): 0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS/p63−</td>
<td>SQCC (n): 0, BCC (n): 0, TCC (n): 0, MC (n): 0, ADC (n): 85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SQCC, squamous-cell carcinoma; ADC, adenocarcinoma; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; TCC, transitional cell carcinoma; MT, mixed tumor. SEN, sensitivity; SPE, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; ACC, accuracy.
cytoplasmic TS overexpression, TS can serve as a promising putative diagnostic marker for the detection of SEC, BC, TEC, MEC from GEC, and for distinguishing SQCC, BCC, TCC MT from ADC. Thus, TS can function as a dual-functional molecular marker. Moreover, the most notable from these diagnostic and prognostic data is the fact that these can be obtained in a single immunostaining procedure, which is the key advantage and major characteristic of TS expression compared with p63.
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